
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
1. Explain why the research process starts

with identifying the research problem.
2. Develop a preliminary question from 

a topic or issue.
3. Explain why a preliminary question is supe-

rior to a topic in conducting library research.
4. Evaluate preliminary questions for their

completeness and clarity.
5. Conduct a basic and detailed library search.
6. Identify and use communication discipline

indexes and databases.

7. Adjust your preliminary question based on
what you have found in the library search.

8. Glean the basic ideas from reading the ab-
stract, literature review, and discussion sec-
tions of a research article.

9. Track a citation back to its original source.
10. Effectively summarize and report what you

have found in the library.
11. Describe what a theory is and its role in

communication research.

Chapter Checklist

C H A P T E R  T W O

The Research Process: 
Getting Started
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As a student researcher, you might find it diffi-
cult to make the transition from learning about
research to finding the appropriate research liter-
ature to becoming part of the academic conver-
sation about research. This chapter will help you
identify ways of “getting into” the research con-
versation. After reading this chapter, you should
be more comfortable and effective in conducting
library research for your own research project and
for assignments in other courses. Much of what
you will find in the library will be related to the
theories researchers use to describe, predict, and
explain communication behavior. This chapter
will also describe what theory is and how it is
developed through the research process.

THE RESEARCH PROCESS MODEL

In Chapter 1, I introduced the metaphor of re-
searcher as detective. Like detectives, researchers
are seeking answers to questions. There are two
possibilities regarding the information they need.
First, an answer may already exist, but that infor-
mation is not known to the researcher. In this
case, library research usually provides the an-
swer. Second, an answer is neither known nor
available. In this case, the researcher must develop
and conduct research to uncover an answer. In 
either case, finding an answer depends on the re-
searcher’s detective skills, or the ability to search
and track down information that fits his or her
needs.

The model for conducting research is similar
to the plan a detective would follow in conduct-
ing an investigation. There are rules to be fol-
lowed and multiple paths that can be taken ac-
cording to the questions asked. Once started, the
research process or investigation proceeds logi-
cally and steadily. Working from what you al-
ready know and understand, your primary ob-
jective as detective or researcher is to find
information that answers the questions. Yet,
there are obstacles and pitfalls along the way
that may keep you from accomplishing your
goal. You must be vigilant and pay attention
throughout because your ability to respond to
the changing environment presented to you is
really the key issue and determines whether you

are successful in answering your question. Just
as detectives conduct their investigations within
the letter of the law, researchers conduct their in-
vestigations according to the traditions of schol-
arly research.

If you were trying to explain how a detective
conducts an investigation to someone who was
unfamiliar with the process, you might, in gen-
eral, say that detectives seek answers to unan-
swered questions, assess the situation presented
them, and then identify the procedures that are
most likely to answer the questions presented by
the situation. In the ideal situation, when the in-
vestigation was over, the questions would be an-
swered. But detectives would not be able to ex-
plain in advance exactly how to find the answer
to any one question because they would not be
able to predict which clues they would uncover
and which they would not. Certainly, an experi-
enced detective has developed strategies that
can help with the investigation. As a researcher,
you can rely on scholarly standards, traditions,
and norms to help you answer your question.
Yet, in neither case would your strategies or pre-
dictions be certain.

There are two models—or strategies—that
can provide a general explanation of what the re-
search process is about, how one conducts re-
search, and what one expects to be able to con-
clude at the end. Take a look at the first research
model, presented in Figure 2.1, to see how the
deductive research process is structured. Notice
how the model is circular and cyclical. Each of
the steps must occur for the research process to
be complete. In this case, after identifying the re-
search problem, the detective or researcher be-
gins with a theory and then gathers evidence, or
data, to assess whether the theory is correct. This
type of research process is deductive because the
researcher is moving from a known or assumed
position supported by a theory to the particulars
of the data.

After entering the research process where it
begins—“Identify the research problem”—the
researcher uses theory to guide the investigation.
Next, based upon theory and research findings,
the researcher formulates the research question
or hypothesis. Continuing on from there, the
researcher then selects the research methods that
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will help in answering the questions or hypothe-
ses. Then data are gathered and interpreted.
Although the researcher will be able to answer
the initial questions at this point, the research
process is not necessarily complete.

Recall that research is prized for its heuristic
characteristic. If research has heuristic significance
and values building on the work of others, an-
swering one question should lead to other ques-
tions for which answers are needed. Thus, as an-
swers are developed from the interpretation of
data, the research process starts over again with
a new question.

Alternately, a detective suspends judgment in
beginning his or her detective work and develops
a plan for gathering data that is framed around the
foundation of a research question (Figure 2.2).

After the data are gathered and examined, theories
are developed in response to what the data reveal.
This type of research process is inductive because
the researcher is moving from the specifics of the
data to the more general explanation of theory.
Once again, the research process is complete, but
only temporarily. Reports of these findings are
likely to encourage researchers to identify new re-
search topics and start the process again.

Regardless of where one enters the research
process, all of the steps are linked together. The
steps are not independent activities but rather
are interdependent. At times, researchers believe
they have completed a step and proceed to the
next—only to find that they do not have the most
effective foundation from which to proceed.
And so they must go back and work through the
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preceding step again. As you will discover in the
class for which you are reading this book, re-
search is not evaluated solely on its outcomes.
Rather, the process that leads to the outcome, or
research result, is equally important.

Whether a researcher uses the deductive or
inductive process, the first research activity is to
identify the research problem or topic. This pro-
cess of identification is the focus of the next sec-
tion of this chapter. Formulating the problem
into a research question or hypothesis formalizes
the research as social science. Research con-
ducted according to the deductive model, which
typically relies on quantitative methods, is de-
scribed in greater detail in Chapter 3. Research
conducted according to the inductive model,

which typically relies on qualitative methods, is
described in greater detail in Chapter 4.
Throughout the research process, researchers
must be concerned with issues of ethics and in-
tegrity. Communication research is conducted
on, with, or through others. Thus, the communi-
cation researcher must seriously consider and
evaluate the integrity of the research proposed.
Moreover, the research must balance the scien-
tific needs of the researchers (as well as society’s
need for knowledge) with the physical, psycho-
logical, and emotional needs of those who par-
ticipate in the research. These issues are ad-
dressed in Chapter 5. But, for now, we need to
discover how researchers identify the communi-
cation problem or topic of interest.

FIGURE 2.2 The Inductive Research Model
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IDENTIFYING THE RESEARCH
PROBLEM

Remember that research is the process of asking
questions and finding answers. Just as a detec-
tive must survey the crime scene to get an idea of
where to begin, you must identify a topic or an
issue as a focus for the project and the questions
that will follow. Identifying the research problem
is always the first activity in the research process.

Formulating Research Ideas

If you cannot think of a topic or problem, let
your daily experiences guide you. What hap-
pened today to you, or in front of you, that illu-
minated a communication dilemma, problem, or
question? What are your family, friends, and col-
leagues complaining or talking about? If you did
not have to work, what would you do with your
time and your money? Answering questions like
these can help you think of a topic or problem.
Often we tend to think that the daily problems of
living we experience are unique to us. In reality,
individual experiences may differ in some ways,
but generally they are connected to and mirror
the experiences of others. Thus, consider what-
ever problems you are facing as a good source
for research ideas.

Still unsure about a topic or problem to pur-
sue? A good way to survey contemporary prob-
lems and issues is to check what topics were on
the front page of today’s newspaper or presented
on the radio or television. All of the major news
outlets—The New York Times (http://www.
nytimes.com), USA Today (http://www.usatoday.
com), ABC News (http://www.abcnews.go.com),
CBS News (http://cbsnews.com), NBC News
(http://www.msnbc.com), CNN (http://www.
cnn.com), and others—have webpages that are
updated daily, sometimes hourly.

Turning Topics Into Preliminary Questions

With the topic identified, you can begin to frame
preliminary questions, which will help you
search through library holdings and electronic
databases. The preliminary question is not the
final research question you will see in both the

deductive and inductive models. The research
question is more formal, the foundation for the
research project. The preliminary question is still
important, however, because it can certainly lead
you to the formal research question or research
hypothesis. Remember to frame the preliminary
question before you use library resources so that
you can organize the time you spend there.

How does your topic lead to preliminary
questions? Let’s say you are interested in the
impact of divorce on children’s ability to com-
municate their feelings. Closer examination
shows that there are two topics here: The first is
impact of divorce; the second is children’s abil-
ities to express their feelings. You could do li-
brary research on each topic separately, but
doing so might not lead you to the answer. By
formulating your interest in this topic into a
preliminary question, “How does divorce affect
children’s ability to communicate feelings?”
you are more likely to seek resources that can
answer your question or that will help you de-
termine that the question has not been ade-
quately answered.

But take another look at that question. What
does the question assume? The question asks
“how” divorce impacts children’s abilities. A bet-
ter first step would be to find out if divorce affects
children’s ability to communicate. Thus, “Does
divorce affect children’s ability to communicate
feelings?” will be a better place to start, for it
keeps you from falsely assuming that divorce
does impact children in this way. Formulating the
question this way specifies your interest, which
can keep you from spending unproductive time
in the library or at your computer.

As another example, you might recognize that
the team leader of your shift at work has difficulty
in organizing and conducting meetings. You won-
der if there is anything you can do as a team mem-
ber to help. In this case, questions could be “Are
leaders the only team members responsible for
how meetings are conducted?” “In what ways can
a team member maintain the role of team member
and help the leader conduct more effective meet-
ings?” or “What risks do team members take
when they help facilitate meetings?” Now look at
these questions for the assumptions that are em-
bedded within them. In the first, you are asking
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about the basic assumption of who is responsible
for conducting team meetings. But notice in the
second and third questions that the answer to the
first question is assumed.

Rephrasing the topic as a preliminary ques-
tion is the first step in seeking answers. Phrasing
your question helps define your research area
and narrow your search. Most important, ques-
tions help you uncover the links between con-
cepts and help you identify assumptions you
have made. And, as questions frequently do,
they lead to more questions. If you end up with
several questions, try to order them into a list of
which questions must be addressed first, second,
and so on. Or if questions in one area suggest
questions in another area, try to draw a diagram
of the relationship of the questions to one an-
other. Regardless of how you identified your
topic or problem, remember to formulate it into
a question that focuses on communication. For
example, a local news item on the prevalence of
sexual harassment in your county government
might end up as “In what ways does organiza-
tional culture promote or inhibit the occurrence
of sexual harassment?”

Take a look at the examples of topics and
problems in the Try This! box “Developing Initial
Questions to Guide the Research Process.” When
you have finished revising a few of the examples
listed, do the same to topics and problems that
interest you.

Evaluating Your Questions

Once you have developed your preliminary
question, it’s time for evaluation. Use these ques-
tions to make a final assessment before you
spend time searching the literature:

1. Is the question clearly stated?
2. Do others agree about the clarity of the

question?
3. Have you asked only one question? Not two,

three, or four?
4. What is the communication orientation of the

question? In other words, what communica-
tion practice, policy, rule, procedure, or 
consequence is being investigated? Is your
focus on symbols, messages, or meanings?

5. Is the question phrased in such a way that it
is not biased toward a particular answer or
solution?

6. Is there some way to observe or measure the
communication phenomenon of interest?

7. Can you research this question given the 
limitations of time and resources?

8. Who would be interested in the answer to
the question?

9. How could those who are interested use the
information?

Once you are satisfied that you are asking the
preliminary question in the most effective way
and that the question is appropriate for communi-
cation research, you are ready to go to the library
or use online library resources.

USING LIBRARY AND DATABASE
RESOURCES

Armed with preliminary questions, you are now
ready to visit the library and use online library
resources. Which is the better place to start? It
depends on what is available to you and your
style of working (for example, the hours the li-
brary is available, your degree of computer liter-
acy). Although working on a computer from
home certainly has advantages, working in the
library has advantages as well. Until all library
documents are available online and in full-text
format, you may find only titles and abstracts on
electronic databases. When you work in the li-
brary you can actually put your hands on the
books and articles referenced online. You can
read the material to see if it fits your needs.
Perhaps most important, you can ask a librarian
for help.

Library Resources

The library can be an overwhelming place. Where
should you start? The library contains books,
scholarly journals, magazines, newspapers, audio-
visual materials, and more. Generally, your search
strategy as a communication student should
produce scholarly articles published in academic
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journals; scholarly books written by one or multi-
ple authors; or edited collections with a series of
chapters written by different authors.

Journals are edited and published by schol-
arly professional associations, universities, or

´
TRY THIS! Developing Initial Questions to Guide the Research Process

Read the example given in the table for the topic of internet chat rooms. Notice how
the general topic or problem is stated as a preliminary question. Then the question
is analyzed for any underlying assumptions. For example, the sample question as-
sumes that all people have access to the internet, use chat rooms on the internet, and
can explain why they use chat rooms. With these assumptions uncovered, the pre-
liminary question should be restated so that it is more specific. Use the topics and
problems listed below to develop the preliminary questions to start the research
process.

Examine 
Topic or State as Preliminary Question(s) for Restate Preliminary
Problem Question(s) Assumptions Question(s)

Internet How do people use All people have Do web users who
chat rooms internet chat rooms? access to the use chat rooms 

internet. report about their 
All people who chat-room inter-
use the internet action as they 
use chat rooms. would a face-to-
People will be face conversation?
able to explain 
why they use chat 
rooms.

Parents talking 
with their 
children about 
guns and 
violence

Careers for 
communication 
graduates

Talking with 
superiors at 
work

publishing houses dedicated to scholarly work.
Scholars submit their manuscripts to a journal.
The journal editor sends the manuscript out for
review to at least two reviewers who do not
know the identity of the author. This process 



research of communication scholars can be found
there as well. Check with your instructor or librar-
ian to identify the journals that can be found in
your library and that will satisfy your needs dur-
ing your literature search.

Library Search Strategies

There are a variety of search strategies, and over
time you are likely to develop one that works best
for you. Try the search strategy described here. It
is structured as a general-to-specific search, and it
makes use of keywords rather than subject terms.
Keywords provide a broader net for capturing the
materials you seek. You may find some modifica-
tions necessary according to the availability of
materials. If your library does not have one of the
reference databases listed, ask a librarian for re-
placement suggestions. Start with a basic search
to see what you can find.

Basic Library Search
Step 1: Identify the key terms in your ques-

tion. For example, in the question
“Does divorce affect children’s ability
to communicate feelings?” the key
terms are divorce and children. But also
try adolescents and teenagers as alterna-
tive key terms.

Step 2: Using the keywords search function
of your university’s catalog holdings,
search separately for each term identi-
fied in step 1. As you peruse these
listings, notice additional terms or
phrases other researchers use to refer
to your topic. Does one author’s name
consistently appear? Do any journals
in your library include one of your
search words in its title? This step
helps you gain familiarity with the
broad literature that supports your
question.

Step 3: Again using the keywords search
function of your university’s catalog
holdings, search for the keywords to-
gether (for example, divorce children).
For some university databases, you
may need to insert AND between the

Of course, there are other journals in the com-
munication discipline as well as journals that are
multidisciplinary (such as Journal of Contemporary
Etlmography, Management Communication Quarterly,
Small Group Research). Finally, journals in other
disciplines (for example, management, psychol-
ogy, and sociology) do publish research of inter-
est to communication scholars. In some cases, the
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allows reviewers to give their honest and critical
feedback about the manuscript. After this review,
the editor makes a decision about revision and
publication. Oftentimes, journal articles are pub-
lished only after an extensive review and revi-
sion process. In addition, most journals have a
very high rejection rate, generally 80–90%. As a
result, journal articles are regarded as quality re-
search written by knowledgeable experts. Some
of the journals specific to the discipline of com-
munication that publish social science research
include

Communication
Education
Communication
Monographs
Communication
Research
Communication
Quarterly
Communication 
Reports
Communication
Research Reports
Communication Studies
Communication Theory
Health Communication
Howard Journal of
Communications
Human Communication
Research
Journal of Applied
Communication
Research
Journal of Broadcasting
& Electronic Media

Journal of
Communication
Journal of Computer-
Mediated
Communication
Journal of Social and
Personal Relationships
Journal of the
International Listening
Association
Journalism & Mass
Communication
Quarterly
Public Relations Review
Qualitative Research
Reports in
Communication
Research on Language
and Social Interaction
Southern
Communication Journal
Western Journal of
Communication
Women’s Studies in
Communication
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two keywords (for example, divorce
AND children). This step narrows your
search and examines the specific rela-
tionship in which you are interested.

Step 4: Examine some of the resources steps
2 and 3 have uncovered. By looking
through these resources you may find
alternative keywords (for example,
kids instead of children) that could as-
sist your search. If a journal is uncov-
ered in steps 2 and 3, be sure to check
out several issues; an article that in-
terests you might appear in one issue
and not another. One way to do this
easily is to go to the last issue of each
volume. Most journals list the table of
contents for the entire volume at the
back of the last issue for that volume.
For a journal with four issues per vol-
ume check issue 4 of any volume to
find the comprehensive index. If you
find a helpful book, check the stacks
for books on either side of the one
you are looking for. Similar books are
shelved together.

Step 5: Using your original or revised set of
keywords, check your library for at
least one of the following databases de-
signed specifically for the communica-
tion discipline: (1) Communication &
Mass Media Complete; an online
database that indexes and provides full
text for hundreds of journals across the
speech communication and mass
media disciplines. (2) ComAbstracts;
an online database that indexes a broad
spectrum of articles and books in the
communication field. It can be
searched by word, phrase, or author.
(3) Communication Abstracts; this hard-
copy source provides the abstracts of
journal articles a organized according
to subfields within the communication
discipline.

Step 6: Using your original or revised set of
keywords, check the online database
Expanded Academic Index. If your
search so far has led you to specific

authors, check this database for their
names as well.

Step 7: Stop and examine what you have
found. Read through the abstracts of
the journal articles you found; then
read the discussion section. Read the
foreword or introduction and first
chapter of each book. Check the list of
references at the end of the articles
and books. Could any of the sources
listed there be helpful to you?

Step 8: With the information you found, are
you able to answer your question?
Remember from the beginning of this
chapter that for some questions you
ask, the answer is available, though
unknown to you. This process of li-
brary research is designed to make
that answer known. If you are able to
answer your question to your satisfac-
tion, you can stop searching. If not,
your question needs to be revised, and
you need to do some additional basic
database searching.

Answering the following questions can help
determine if you have enough information or if
you need to continue on with a detailed search.
Your library search has been adequate if you are
satisfied with your answers to the following
questions:

1. How much has been written on your topic?
2. How recent or relevant is the material?
3. Has some critical event occurred or societal

value changed that could challenge the in-
terpretation of the answers to the questions
asked?

4. Who has done the most work on your
topic?

5. Where has research on the topic been 
published?

6. What aspects of the topic received the most
attention?

7. What questions about the topic have been
answered?

8. What aspects of the topic have been ignored?
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9. Are there reasons to replicate, or repeat,
studies that have been conclusive?

10. What other topics have you found related
to your primary topic?

If you cannot answer these questions, your
basic library search is incomplete. You may need
to once again revise your preliminary question.
Taking the search steps in the detailed library
search is likely to help you answer your ques-
tion. This stage must be conducted in the library.
If you are unfamiliar with any of the reference
materials listed, do not hesitate to ask a librarian
for assistance.

Detailed Library Search
Step 1: Check to see if your library carries

Communication Yearbook. This annual
series is an edited collection of litera-
ture reviews and topical critiques. You
will have to check the table of contents
of each Yearbook. If you find a chapter
that helps you, be sure to review the
resources in the reference section.

Step 2: Check to see if your library has a
handbook related to your area of re-
search. Handbooks are focused on one
context of communication and pro-
vide extensive reviews and critiques
of literature, theories, and methods in
a particular area (examples are
Handbook of Family Communication,
Handbook of Communication and Aging
Research, Handbook of Political
Communication Research, Handbook 
of Interpersonal Communication, and
Handbook of New Media). To find which
handbooks your library carries, use
the words handbook and communication
as keywords in your university’s cata-
log database. If you find a chapter
that helps you, be sure to review the
resources in the reference section.

Step 3: Check the online database Web of
Science, which includes the Social
Sciences Citation Index. This database
is one of the most comprehensive in-
dexes of scholarly research. You will
be most effective searching for your

keywords in this multidisciplinary
database with the help of a reference 
librarian. In our example, you would
check for divorce and children or any
other pairings of words your basic
search uncovered.

Step 4: Stop and examine what you have
found. Read through the abstracts of
each journal article or chapter you
found, and then read the discussion
section. Read the foreword or introduc-
tion and first chapter of each book.
Check the list of references at the end
of the articles or chapters. Could any of
the sources listed there be helpful to
you? Are you able to answer your
question? Should your question be 
revised based upon what you have
found? At this point, you have reached
another decision point. If you can an-
swer your question to your satisfac-
tion, your search is over. If you cannot
satisfactorily answer your question, or
if you found conflicting answers in
your search, you can write your ques-
tion in its final form: You are ready to
develop your research project.

If you have searched thoroughly and dili-
gently, you are likely to have uncovered the ma-
terials you need to answer your question or to
develop your research project. Remember, how-
ever, that it is nearly impossible to find all of the
available literature. Finding everything is not a
prerequisite for most undergraduate research
projects. But you should have information avail-
able from a variety of authors, from a variety of
publication outlets, and from sources published
over time. Analyze your resources for their
breadth and depth of coverage.

As you review the literature you have found,
take good notes and copy or print all of the 
relevant pages. Check out the table of contents as
well as subject and author indexes of books.
Identify books that are helpful by noting the au-
thors’ names, complete book title, year of publica-
tion, place of publication, publisher, and call num-
ber. Identify journal articles that are helpful by
noting the authors’ names, complete article title,
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year of publication, complete journal title, volume
number, and page numbers of the journal article.
You will need all of this information to develop a
reference list if you cite the material in your re-
search project. If you download an article or pho-
tocopy a journal article, print or copy the entire ar-
ticle, including the reference pages. Saving money
by not copying these pages may be a mistake if
you decide later that you want to check out a ref-
erence listed in the text of the article.

Other Reference and Database Resources

Your library is an important source of reference
works and databases. Some are directly relevant
for searching the communication literature. Others
can help you identify literature from related disci-
plines, such as psychology, sociology, and man-
agement. If you have completed the basic and de-
tailed searches and still are in need of additional
literature, check out the databases listed below.
Given electronic access, most libraries have moved
to electronic databases. Check with your library to
see which of these other common references and
databases are available for your use.

Reference or Database Coverage
ABI/Inform Business and 

management journals
ERIC Education journals and 

convention papers
Periodical Abstracts Social science journals

PsychINFO Psychology and select
related disciplines

Sociological Abstracts Sociology and related
disciplines

Getting Resources From the Web

There are a variety of uses for the World Wide
Web as you conduct your search of the literature.
First, you can use any search engine or metasearch
engine to enter your keywords or key phrases to
see what is on the web. You might find the home-
pages of authors who wrote the articles, books,
and book chapters you have collected in your li-
brary searches. You might also find survey or poll
results related to your topic archived on the web-
pages of news organizations. Even threads of dis-
cussions from newsgroups or web discussion
groups can appear in these searches.

When you look at these resources, be sure to
examine both the date and author, or sponsor, of
the material or webpage. Because anyone can
post information to the web, you must take re-
sponsibility for evaluating the validity and util-
ity of the information.

Adjusting the Question

As you work through the search strategies,
don’t hesitate to adjust your preliminary ques-
tion. As you discover new information, you will
develop a more sophisticated appreciation and

´
TRY THIS! Searching the Research Literature . . .

1. Using the keywords media and ethics, perform a basic search as described
above. Using the information you obtain, what questions can you develop?
What recommendations would you make before performing a detailed search?

2. Your question is “What nonverbal behaviors demonstrate confidence in public
speaking?” What keywords would you use in your basic search? Conduct this
search and report on your findings.

3. In your basic search for references on communication problems in marriages,
you have found that Mary Anne Fitzpatrick is the author of several studies.
How do you interpret this information? How would you use this information
in your detailed search?
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understanding of the problem. Incorporate the
information you read into your preliminary
question. In particular, did your search uncover
theories that can help you make sense of your
question? Are there several theories that could
provide the basis for competing claims or solu-
tions to your preliminary question? As you find
new sources and information in the library, it is
likely that your preliminary question will be-
come more narrowly focused. Keep a list of all
resources that you are using. You will use these
again as you develop your research project and
as you write up your research report.

It is time to stop adjusting the preliminary re-
search question when two conditions are satisfied.
First, you should be comfortable that your question

is specific enough to be interesting. Second, you
should be comfortable with the quality and quan-
tity of resources you can use to help you answer
your question. At this point, it is time to move on
to analyzing the resources you have collected.

READING SCHOLARLY ARTICLES
AND BOOKS

Once you have collected the articles and books,
there is still plenty of work to accomplish. How
do you make sense of a large body of material,
particularly when conclusions among them con-
flict? The first step is to evaluate the quality of
the research. Conducting research is difficult and

…
DESIGN
CHECK

Reader Beware

“Reader beware! The information posted on this website is not factual.” It would be
great if websites came with such warnings. But they do not. It is up to you as a con-
sumer to sort through what web information has utility for your research project.
The easiest way to evaluate web-based information is to use common sense. Simply
put, does the information make sense? Or do the information and claims seem far-
fetched? Can you identify the sponsor of the website? Are claims and information
documented?

Use the following questions to guide you in evaluating information from web-
pages (Dochartaigh, 2002):

1. Is it clear who is responsible for material on the webpage? An individual? An
institution? Is there information for you to evaluate the author’s or organiza-
tion’s authority?

2. If a source is quoted or paraphrased on the webpage, is information about that
source provided so you can independently verify the accuracy of the
information?

3. Are biases and affiliations clearly stated on the webpage?
4. Is advertising clearly labeled as such?
5. Are opinions labeled as such? Or, are they disguised as an article or a report?
6. Is there a posting date for the website? Is there a date for when the webpage, or

any of the material on the webpage, was updated or revised?

Anyone can produce a website. This means that you must carefully assess what
is presented. A website can present research that appears to be scholarly. But unless
the site includes citations and identifies the author and his or her qualifications, it
may be very difficult to gauge the authenticity or validity of the material.
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literature. Another way to start is to begin with an
article or chapter that reviews or summarizes a
particular line of research. Communication Yearbook
is a particularly good source for this type of litera-
ture review. These sources are likely to provide
you with the cumulative efforts of many re-
searchers over a period of time.

Identifying Primary Ideas and Conclusions

Starting with the abstract is always a good place
to find the primary ideas presented in an article
or chapter. The abstract should describe what

√
AN ETHICAL
ISSUE

Using the Ideas of Others

A detective relies on information and clues provided by others. So does a good re-
searcher. It would be impossible for one researcher to develop, document, and val-
idate everything one needed to know about a subject or topic. In research, then, we
must rely on the ideas and conclusions drawn by others. Anytime you use the work
of others, you must provide a citation indicating in the text of your paper what idea
you are using and whose idea it was. This is called an in-text citation. There are two
types. The first is the citation for a direct quotation. In this case, you indicate with
quotation marks the exact words you copied from the original work and provide
the page number in addition to the author’s last name and the year of the publica-
tion. This way anyone who reads your paper can locate the exact source.

Reel and Thompson (2004) conducted a three-phase study to investigate inter-
personal strategies of negotiating condom use. On page 102 of their article, they use
the following direct quote in-text citation.

In addition, Brown and Levinson (1987) tied the notion of face directly to “mention
of taboo topics, including those that are inappropriate” (p. 670).

The second type of in-text citation is for situations in which you have summarized
or paraphrased the ideas or conclusions of others. This in-text citation is docu-
mented with the author’s last name and year of publication. An example of an in-
direct in-text citation from the same article on page 100 is

Regarding condom negotiation, feelings of embarrassment are especially strong in
men (Cline & McKenzie, 1994); in particular, men are especially likely to feel that
suggesting condom use will diminish the chances of sexual intercourse (Bryan,
Aiden, & West, 1999).

A complete list of your references is provided at the end of your paper. This enables
the reader to locate the source of any in-text citation you used. Most social science
researchers use the citation and reference style of the American Psychological
Association, which is the style used in this book. Check with your instructor to see
which style you should use.

complex; and, as a result, some research is of
higher quality than others.

Here are some recommendations for evaluating
the quality of research. First, look at the body of
literature you have collected. Are there one or two
authors whose names appear over and over? If so,
start your reading there. Researchers tend to work
on lines, or streams, of research. This means that
scholars become known for conducting research
on certain topics. If the names of one or two schol-
ars don’t stand out, organize your literature by
publication date. To get a historical overview, read
from the older literature through to the newer
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the study was about, give a very brief descrip-
tion of how the study was completed, and pro-
vide a short description of the results.

Next, read the problem statement, which is
usually part of the literature review or precedes
the literature review. It identifies the research
objectives. Although the exact research ques-
tions or hypotheses may not be presented here,
the problem statement generally suggests them.
The problem statement answers the question
“Why did the researchers conduct this study?”
Generally, reading this section will help you de-
cide if the article or research report will be help-
ful to you.

In the literature review the authors present
the literature that supports their formal research
questions and hypotheses. Read the research
questions and hypotheses carefully as the results
or conclusions from the study are tied directly to
them. For now, skim the methods and results
section, and then move on to the discussion sec-
tion. What did the scholars find? What were the
answers to the research questions? Did they con-
firm or not confirm the hypotheses they pro-
posed? Remember that the conclusion to the in-
vestigation is found in the discussion section.
When a research question or hypothesis is pre-
sented in the literature review, it is still tentative.

Tracking Others’ References

As you read the articles, books, and chapters, you
will find in-text citations. This documentation de-
vice provides information within parentheses for
the research work cited by the author. Each in-text

citation will include the authors’ last names, year
of publication, and the page number if material is
quoted word for word. To track down this cita-
tion, turn to the reference list at the end of the ar-
ticle, book, or chapter. This is labeled with the
heading “References,” “Bibliography,” or “Works
Cited.” For each citation you will find a complete
bibliographic entry—all of the information neces-
sary for you to find the article, book, or book
chapter. Look at the “References” section at the
end of this book for an example.

Why would you want to track down the arti-
cles, books, and book chapters that other authors
have used? There are several reasons. First, these
published works are part of an ongoing schol-
arly conversation. Something briefly mentioned
in one article might lead you to another article
that could provide valuable background infor-
mation for you. Second, you may have missed
this source in your library search. Tracking down
the references used by others gives you the op-
portunity to fill in the gaps of your literature
search. Third, authors draw conclusions about
the work of others and then base their arguments
on those conclusions. If you are not familiar with
the literature, you have to take the authors’ con-
clusions for granted. Rather than relying on their
evaluative biases, you could track down the ref-
erence, read it, and draw your own conclusions.

Summarizing What You Have Found

Now that you have searched the literature, you
have references from several sources. There are
many ways in which to organize what you found.

…
DESIGN
CHECK

Evaluating the Literature You Found

As you can see, the research process starts with your identification of a research
topic and your search of the research literature. You will use the articles and chap-
ters that you find in the literature review for your study. Communication research
is indexed on several different databases, so if you are not finding what you need
be sure to ask your reference librarian for help. As you search the literature, be sure
that you are collecting studies that are published in communication journals or are
authored by communication scholars. Scholars in many disciplines study commu-
nication, but the most complete and thoughtful focus on communication is pub-
lished by communication scholars.
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One method is to arrange the material using
major and minor points as primary and sec-
ondary headings, much like a traditional outline.
A second method would be to arrange the find-
ings in chronological order, usually working
from the oldest to the most recent. This is partic-
ularly helpful if you want to demonstrate how a
question was answered or how a topic devel-
oped over time. A third method is to ask a series
of questions and respond with what you found
for each question. In this case, working from the
broadest question to the narrowest question is
recommended. A final method for organizing
your material is to work from general to specific
(a deductive approach), or build from the spe-
cific to the general (an inductive approach). An
effective way to conclude a written report on
what you found is to generate new questions
that take you in a different, but related, direction.

Whatever approach you take to summarizing
what you found in your literature search, the pri-
mary question should be—“Have I answered my
question?” If you have, you will need to think
creatively about how to replicate, extend, or
challenge those conclusions as the basis for a re-
search project. If your search has been thorough
but your question still has not been answered,
you are ready to move forward with a research
project. In either instance, considering the role of
theory is your next step.

THE ROLE OF THEORY 
IN RESEARCH

Research revolves around theory. Thus, the jour-
nal articles and book chapters you find in the li-
brary use research as a basis for developing or
challenging theory. Theory is a “set of interrelated
propositions that present a systematic view of
phenomena with the purpose of explaining and
predicting the phenomena” (Lustig, 1986, p. 451).
Although some researchers—particularly qualita-
tive researchers—would disagree that all theories
need to predict, at a minimum theories should de-
scribe and explain communication phenomena.
Theory would be invalid or have little utility for
the practice of communication if it could not be
used to describe, predict, or explain.

Research is necessary to validate theory.
Generally, quantitative research starts with a the-
ory. Then researchers conduct a research study to
demonstrate if a theory holds true for a set of
data. If it does not, then the theory is altered or
discarded. In this theory–research link, theory is
the map by which the researchers conduct their
studies. As described earlier, this type of research
relies on deductive thinking or reasoning in that
theory presumes what will result and the research
verifies those claims. Theory directs the researcher
in developing hypotheses and questions and in
selecting the method for testing them.

Research is also necessary to develop theory.
Generally, qualitative researchers start with a re-
search question and use their findings to both
answer the question and contribute to theory de-
velopment. In this theory–research link, the the-
ory, or map, is drawn from the experiences un-
covered by the research. This type of research
relies on inductive thinking or reasoning in that
theory, or generalization, is derived from the
cases explored.

As you can see, research and theory are nec-
essary complements to one another. Theorizing
is important to research in two additional ways
(Brooks, 1970). First, researchers cannot observe
the entire universe. Rather, researchers must se-
lect a subset of phenomena to be observed.
Theory directs researchers’ attention to particu-
lar communication patterns, functions, themes,
processes, and so on. Second, theory helps “in-
tegrate data which otherwise would remain
mere collections of facts” (Brooks, p. 4). This
issue returns us to the definition of theory given
earlier. In a theory, research findings are inte-
grated into a system of description, prediction,
and perhaps explanation that help us answer
questions of “What?” “Why?” “How?” and
sometimes “What if?”

Developing Theory

We engage in informal theorizing when we try to
make sense of the past, operate effectively in the
present, or anticipate events in the future (Lustig,
1986). Although theorizing is a common and fun-
damental human activity practiced every day,
formal theorizing as a scientific process is quite
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different. There are six basic steps to formal the-
ory building (Lustig). Each is described below.

In step 1, the researcher describes an event or
observation that needs understanding. The event
must be observable, interesting, important, and
remarkable to come to the attention of the re-
searcher or someone else who desires an under-
standing of it. This first step begins to identify
the “what.” In step 2, the researcher creates an
explanation for the event. Although anyone can
create an explanation, it is the scientist’s job to
formalize and test explanations. In this step the
answer to “Why?” begins to be formulated.

In step 3, the researcher moves from the spe-
cific event or observation to a more generalized
form. In other words, if the event of interest is
family decision making around the dinner table,
the researcher could move to the more general-
ized communication event of decision making or
the more generalized communication event of
family interaction. A decision must be made con-
cerning which type of communication event is
more interesting and intriguing to investigate.
By moving to a more abstract level, the re-
searcher can now look for similar events to see if
the answer to “Why?” developed in step 2 is also

suitable for explaining these other, different but
similar, events. Instead of focusing on one specific
interaction event, the researcher must develop an-
swers suitable for a class of similar events. This
characteristic of theory moves it from an informal
to a formal level. Although you are comfortable
with the way informal theorizing describes and
explains events that happen in your daily life, you
would not be comfortable applying others’ infor-
mal theories to the events that you experience.
Thus, the scientist’s job is to discover the com-
monalities among events that allow them to be
classified and then to develop and test theories
that describe and explain all events belonging to a
class. Thus, a theory of decision making should
apply to many people’s experiences of decision
making, not just one’s own.

In step 4, the researcher begins to derive pre-
dictions from the explanation developed in step 3.
To do this, the researcher asks, “What else would
be true, or observable, if the explanation was cor-
rect?” Continuing with our family decision-
making example, the researcher could make
several propositions that are testable. Examine
Table 2.1 to see the progression from step 1 through
step 4.

TABLE 2.1 Theory Development—Steps 1 Through 4

Task Example

Step 1 Describe event Family members (2 adults, 2 children) eat dinner and discuss 
or observation their daily activities. Father introduces family activity for weekend,

which generates considerable discussion from children. Although 
the discussion initially has both positive and negative points 
introduced, eventually the children agree that they do not want 
to pursue the weekend activity suggested.

Step 2 Create explanation Explanation 1: Children are likely to reject ideas presented by 
for event parents during dinnertime discussions.

Explanation 2: Parents introduce ideas for family dinnertime 
discussion to obtain family members’ preferences.

Step 3 Move from specific to General form 1: Children’s rejection or acceptance of parental input.
more generalized form General form 2: Parents desire input from other family members.

Step 4 Derive predictions Focus 1: Children are likely to reject ideas presented by parents.
from explanations Focus 2: Parents will seek input about family matters from other 

family members.
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Now, in step 5, the researcher must select a
focus and test the proposed theory. Most com-
munication observations are complex enough to
support multiple attempts at theory building.
The researcher must develop a plan for and col-
lect data that can test the predictions.

Step 6 of the theory-building process uses
the obtained data to confirm, revise, expand,
generalize, or abandon the proposition tested
(Lustig, 1986). Notice that collecting the data in
step 5 is distinct from interpreting the data in
step 6. If the results are consistent with the propo-
sition, the theoretical framework is confirmed for
the time being. If the results are not consistent
with the proposition, the discrepancy must be ex-
plained by critically examining the methodologi-
cal process or by reworking the theoretical frame-
work. If the theoretical framework is revised or if
two alternative and competing explanations are
present, the theory-building process starts again.
If methodological problems are identified, the re-
searcher repeats steps 5 and 6 using different and
improved methodological procedures.

Even after these six steps, the theory-building
process is not complete or final. Theory is devel-
oped over time, and this theory-building process
is repeated many times as different scholars test
theoretical propositions in their research. Both
quantitative and qualitative research contribute
to theory development.

Theories are developed and tested incremen-
tally. After a basic theoretical notion is presented
as a proposition in the scholarly literature, scholars

develop studies to test the propositions. This is
possible because the results of scholarly research
are presented in a public forum. Theory is con-
firmed only after many studies, usually con-
ducted by different scholars with different
methodologies, achieve similar results. Even at
that point, theories are still considered tentative.
A theory that was at one time believed to be
valid can be questioned in the future. For example,
new technologies can create new opportunities
and circumstances for communication. Thus,
theories of how and why interpersonal relation-
ships develop over time may need to be reexam-
ined in light of the extent to which these tech-
nologies are used in developing relationships.

Theory–Research Link

To the extent that a community of scholars accepts
research findings and can agree on the theoretical
propositions, theory has been achieved. But all
theory should be judged by some aspect of utility
(Lustig, 1986). The knowledge gained from the
process of theory-building should be used “to
suggest new questions that are worth answering,
develop more accurate theories about human
communication, communicate more effectively,
teach others to communicate more effectively, cre-
ate better human relationships, and improve the
cultures and the environments within which we
all live” (Lustig, p. 457). When the utility criterion
is added as a test of the theory-building process,
you can see not only that the theory–research

´
TRY THIS! Finding Theory in Journal Articles

Find two or three journal articles for a communication topic that interests you.
Carefully read the literature review of each article. Does the author identify by
name the theory or theories that are providing the foundation for the research
study? Does the author point to a description, cause, prediction, or explanation as
the reason for conducting the research? If so, this is likely the theoretical basis of the
study. Next, read the discussion and implication sections of the articles. In this part
of the journal article, authors will discuss the implications of the study as a chal-
lenge to the theory or as further development or expansion of the theory.
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relationship is reciprocal, but also that it is
grounded in the practical issues of human
communication.

In fact, theory is used four ways in the re-
search process (Hoover & Donovan, 1995).
First, theory provides patterns for interpreting
data. Without working from or toward theory,
research could produce results without an or-
ganizing framework. Second, theory links one
study to another, helping to provide a continual
conversation about our understanding of com-
munication phenomena. Third, theory provides
a framework for understanding how concepts
and issues are important or significant in our in-
teractions. For example, theorizing about com-
munication apprehension and then conducting
studies to validate those expectations helped re-
searchers uncover the role apprehension plays in
nearly every communication event in which we
participate. Fourth, theory helps us interpret the
larger meaning of research findings. For exam-
ple, reading about how observers react to an ap-
prehensive individual may cause you to monitor
and manage your own apprehensiveness when
speaking in public.

Scientific inquiry is a process of developing
and testing theory. So there are direct relation-
ships among questions asked, data observed,
and theory development (Littlejohn, 1999;
Miller & Nicholson, 1976). Quantitative re-
search generally uses theory to develop ques-
tions to direct data collection. Examine the de-
ductive and inductive research models (see
Figures 2.1 and 2.2). See how theory drives
quantitative research? Alternately, in qualita-
tive methodology, observations tend to drive
theory development. However, the selection of
any particular quantitative or qualitative method-
ology does not guarantee that a study will result
in theoretical development. Rather, a study
must be designed to illuminate and examine
underlying principles and propositions (Shapiro,
2002). Only then can its findings contribute to
theoretical development.

Also recognize that the process of inquiry is
not always linear, nor does one process of inquiry
dominate all quantitative research or all qualita-
tive research. The point here is that meaningful
inquiry either drives theory or is theory-driven.

Also worth mentioning is that theory cannot be
developed or challenged in one study. Recall that
science can be characterized by its replicable and
self-correcting nature. Multiple studies are
needed to replicate findings just as multiple
studies are needed to challenge and alter existing
theory.

CONTINUING WITH 
THE RESEARCH PROCESS

If your assignment was to develop a preliminary
question for a research project, your work has just
started. Generally, there is little value in repeating
the work of others if you agree with their conclu-
sions and find no major faults in how they con-
ducted the research. However, there is value in
replication when the original study is dated, when
societal values and practices surrounding the issue
have changed or are changing, or when you find a
flaw in the study that makes you question the re-
sults. For example, societal values about many
adult relationships (such as marriage, living to-
gether, divorce, single parenting, adoption) have
changed significantly within the past 20 years.
Research in these areas may be necessary to see if
the conclusions drawn in the past about commu-
nication in these relationships are relevant now.

As you read and sort the literature you found,
you might find that scholars disagree. Or you
might find that research conclusions have been
drawn about most, but not all, of the issues sur-
rounding your topic. If scholars disagree, you
could develop a research study to examine the
disagreement. If some, but not all, issues are an-
swered, you could develop and conduct the study
that fills in this gap. Remember that one of the
characteristics of science is that it is heuristic. This
means that conclusions, or answers to questions,
help identify new questions to be answered.

Having identified your research topic, searched
the literature, and developed a preliminary ques-
tion, you are now ready to develop a formal re-
search question or research hypothesis. The in-
formation you gained from your library search
will provide direction in this next research step.
These activities will be explored in greater detail
in Chapters 3 and 4.
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SUMMARY

1. Researchers seek answers to questions.
2. Library research can reveal if the answer to

your question is available, but not known 
to you.

3. If the answer is neither known nor avail-
able, then research must be conducted to
uncover the answer.

4. Research can be a deductive or an inductive
process.

5. The steps of the deductive process are iden-
tifying the research problem, reviewing ex-
isting theory, formulating a research ques-
tion or hypothesis, designing the methods
and procedures, gathering data, and analyz-
ing and interpreting data.

6. The steps of the inductive research process
are identifying the research problem, con-
sidering existing research findings, develop-
ing the research question, designing the
methods and procedures, gathering data,
analyzing and interpreting data, and devel-
oping a theoretical explanation.

7. Both the deductive and inductive research
processes are circular and cyclical as the
final step, asking new questions, starts the
research process once again.

8. The first step in both the deductive and in-
ductive research processes—identifying the
research problem—consists of identifying
the topic or issue, turning the topic into a
preliminary question or set of questions,

conducting a library search, and adjusting
the question, if necessary.

9. Evaluate your preliminary questions for their
underlying assumptions, completeness, and
clarity prior to conducting the library search.

10. Use either the basic or detailed search strat-
egy to find scholarly articles published in
academic journals or scholarly books.

11. When you find an article or book that may
be helpful, take notes and document all of
the citation information.

12. Your preliminary question may require ad-
justment as you discover new information.

13. The abstract states the primary ideas pre-
sented in an article or chapter.

14. The literature review usually concludes
with the researchers’ research questions and
hypotheses.

15. The discussion section includes the answers
to the questions the authors raised.

16. Using what you found in the library search,
organize your material by major and minor
points, in chronological order, by answer-
ing a series of questions, or from the gen-
eral to the specific or from specific to
general.

17. Theory is developed and tested through
research.

KEY TERMS

deductive inductive


